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A JOURNEY, AFTER ALL, NEITHER
BEGINS IN THE INSTANT WE SET OUT,
NOR ENDS WHEN WE HAVE REACHED
OUR DOOR STEP ONCE AGAIN. IT
STARTS MUCH EARLIER AND IS REALLY
NEVER OVER (...) INDEED, THERE
EXISTS SOMETHING LIKE A
CONTAGION OF TRAVEL, AND THE
DISEASE IS ESSENTIALLY INCURABLE.”

RYSZARD KAPUŚCIŃSKI
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THE RESPONSIBLE TRAVEL TEAM

The responsible travel team: Hania,
Karolina, Ola and Dawid. Passion for
exploring, views and perceptions about
sustainable travel united them. On
social media they promote ethical
travelling; advise what to do to cause
the least damage to the environment
and communities; inform what tourist
attractions are often unethical. They
touch on difficult and not always
pleasant topics.
https://www.facebook.com/swiadomep
odrozowanie

Editor's note
This beautiful magazine is created out of a passion for sustainable life,
travel, and the beauty of nature. How we live and travel reflects on the
future of our Planet.
Journeys enrich us with experience and knowledge which we will never get,
sitting at home. But with the privilege of travelling, we must also have
respect for the communities visited and their differences.
Thanks to travels, I get to know cultures, regions and cuisines. I admire
the beauty of our Planet. I also see the degradation, pollution, poverty,
exploitation.
I would like to have an impact on it, make a difference. We cannot change
the whole world but we can start with ourselves. To make what once
thrived, will flourish again. Let’s give future generations the chance to
enjoy what we have. The first step into transformation is information.
The more we know, we read the more we feel the need for change.
Thank you and I hope you will enjoy reading! I look forward to your
comments and suggestions.
Stay in touch!

Monika Nateras - Kaczmarek

In our first issue, we decided to raise this topic of Fair trade because in present
times, times of consumerism and fast-moving materialism, we participants of this
entire shopping machine, do not pay attention to where the products, that go to
our basket come from. Once, when buying milk, you went to the countryside, you
saw a farmer milking a cow, you saw cows. We don't see the farmer or the cow
anymore.
Times have unfortunately changed, creating opportunities for exploitation,
unequal treatment, and sometimes even slavery.
When we think about fair trade we often think about the clothing industry, about
child labour and exploitation. But Fair Trade does not stop on clothing. Fair Trade
applies to all areas of life. Clothes, food, cosmetics, furniture, services, travels.
Fair trade is an arrangement made to give an equal chance for producers from
developing countries to sell their products on equitable conditions.
Fair Trade means equal and safe work environment for everyone, sustainable
development, respect.

fair trade
safe working conditions
fair wages
no kids labour
no exploitation of people or animals
caring for the environment
local development

TEXTILES WITH SOUL
From the Mixe blouses handcrafted in the state of
Oaxaca to the lively Otomí embroideries from
central Mexico, along with the intricate patterns of
the Huichol art from the Sierra Madre Occidental,
the kind of work produced by these groups is full of
symbolism, life and colour.
LORENA DIAZ ALVA

photo by Meli Vera

With joyful palettes, unique details and images that
evoke the traditions of a fascinating culture, the
textile designs elaborated by Mexico’s
indigenous communities are authentic pieces of art
that not only seduce the eye, but that carry rich
meanings and the legacy of generations with them.
From the Mixe blouses handcrafted in the state of
Oaxaca to the lively Otomí embroideries from central
Mexico, along with the intricate patterns of the
Huichol art from the Sierra Madre Occidental, the
kind of work produced by these groups is full of
symbolism, life and colour.
It is of no surprise, then, that these creations have
caught the attention of designers and brands around
the world, which, in recent times, have increasingly
resorted to their aesthetics and style to embellish
their products.
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The textile designs elaborated
by Mexico’s indigenous
communities are authentic
pieces of art that not only
seduce the eye, but that carry
rich meanings and the legacy
of generations with them.

As attractive as this might seem, in

The case of French designer Isabel

most cases this has not translated into

Marant has become an emblematic

benefits of any kind for the original

example of this problematic: in 2015,

creators, who in many occasions are

a blouse that was part of her ‘Etoile’

not even aware that their designs are

collection had a striking resemblance

being employed by brands that,

to the traditional clothing of the

furthermore, do not give them any

women of Santa Maria

credit for the original idea. Firms such

Tlahuitoltepec, a small village in the

as Isabel Marant, from France; Nike,

state of Oaxaca. Its online price was

from USA; Star Mela, from UK, and

750% higher than the price of the

Carolina Herrera, from Venezuela, as

original ones sold by the people of

well as fast-fashion companies such

Tlahuitoltepec, and there was no

as Zara and Desigual, have been

mention of the origins or inspiration

pointed at during recent years by

behind it. After accusations from the

Mexican communities and

community and international media

civil organisations for appropriating

attention, the designer admitted she

and making profit with designs that

based the blouse on the work of these

originally come from indigenous

women.

communities.
This case is just one amongst
many others: according to
the Mexican NGO Impacto,
between 2012 and 2019 there
were 23 brands around the
world that made an
unethical and advantageous
use of indigenous textile
designs from the Mexican
states of Oaxaca, Chiapas
and Hidalgo.

Plagiarism in fashion
Blouse from Isabel Marant's collection based on the
traditional clothing of the women of Santa Maria
Tlahuitoltepec
photo by Net-a-Porter

Weaving a solution
Amidst this panorama, Mexican NGO’s and public instances have fought to protect indigenous
crafts and traditional clothing from plagiarism. Finally, after several years of joint efforts, a law on
the matter was approved last December, with characteristics that place it at the forefront of textile
fair trade internationally.
Named the “General Law to Safeguard the Cultural and Identity Elements of the Indigenous and
African-American People and Communities”, this law is set to protect the cultural heritage of
indigenous communities through property rights, enabling them to decide what third parties can
and cannot do with their original creations. This will hopefully lead not only to fair-trade contracts,
but to a respectful approach towards pieces of art that carry ancestral symbolism and meaning.
There is still much to do, however, this is a relevant step towards recognising the value of the
collective creativity of indigenous groups, as well as acknowledging that their creations are part of a
cultural heritage that should be preserved and respected.

photo by VisitMexico
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Next issue…
There are Mexican fashion designers that have developed strong
bonds with indigenous communities, establishing fair trade
mechanisms that recognize the immense value behind their
creations. Discover some of them in our next issue!

THE FIRST IN THE WORLD
The Bulungula Lodge is the first in the World Fair
Trade certified, affordable, multi-night destination.
Located on breathtaking South African coast.
MPUMI SITWAYI

The Bulungula
Lodge - Beginning
Text author: Mpumi Sitwayi
Photos by: Simon Lawrence

"The Lodge is powered by the sun and
includes the legendary ’rocket’ hot-water
showers. Water comes from community
own borehole and the virtually odourless
compost toilets are the most colourful in
Africa. 10 theme-painted traditionally built
rondavel huts have beautiful sea and forest
views".
http://www.bulungula.com/
The Bulungula Lodge is a 100% Xhosa
community owned and managed off-grid,
environmentally friendly. Budget tourist
lodge is situated along the beautiful Wild
Coast in the Eastern Cape in South Africa.
The lodge was started and funded by an
investor in 2004 with the agreement that
the local community would take 100%
ownership at a later stage. In accordance
with this agreement, the lodges ownership

photo by Simon Lawrence

was transferred in full to the community at
the end of 2014.
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The Bulungula Lodge was created to address the
desperate poverty in the Eastern cape region.
Nowadays the lodge employs 20 people
permanently and supports another 15 people who
run their own small businesses to support the
lodge (e.g. massage, cultural tours, laundry,
canoeing, horse-riding).
- 23 -

Here, we're all equal.
The lodge is run by staff born and raised

Most tourism destinations in pristine locations

in Nqileni village. They have had 100%

result in the local community performing the

control of all aspects of the business

most menial jobs due to the gap in skills. High-

including finances since 2014. We are
very proud of this achievement as it is a
huge challenge to run a formal,
internationally focused business having
grown up and living in a village that to
this day does not have electricity, toilets
and other services.

end venues accentuate the inequality gap
which usually results in fences being erected
and the community, in general, being kept out.
At Bulungula, members of the community are
welcome here and you'll find yourself sitting
around a table with a local rural person who
came to hang out and see other members of
their community, we're all equal as humans
here and everyone is welcome.

The first in the world

It is a living, working example of how a
business can be environmentally
sustainable on a low budget through

The Bulungula Lodge has won numerous

innovative use of sustainable

international and local awards for being

technologies. This example inspires both

one of the best examples of communitybased tourism in the world.

members of our community and our

It is cited in numerous academic articles as

live environmentally conscious and

tourist visitors to make greater efforts to
sustainable lives.

one of the most successful and sustainable
examples of community-based tourism as,
since its inception in 2004, it has received no
external financial support and has relied
purely on
income generated from tourism. The
Bulungula Lodge is also Fair Trade
accredited - the first in the world.
The Bulungula Lodge has been selected as
one of the top 25 Eco lodge in the world by
the UK Guardian Newspaper.
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Challenges
It is heart-warming to see our young
people managing online booking
systems, internet banking, complex
financial spreadsheets, multiple online
payment systems and guests from all over
the world in a community where there are
not yet even televisions. Overall our
managers have done an excellent job in
running a business successfully in a very
challenging economic environment with
infrastructural challenges in accessing our
remote location.

To run Bulungula Lodge one needs not only
tourism-related skills, you also need to be
technically adept at problem-shooting and
maintaining complex solar power systems,
water reticulation infrastructure, compost
toilet systems, satellite internet and offroad vehicle maintenance in an area where
there are no local service providers that can
help with plumbing, electrical or any other
technical needs.

Authentic experience
The province is known as the Adventure
Province due to its sheer beauty and
number of outdoor activities one can
do. We offer guests a unique authentic
African experience through activities
and cultural tours in the rural Nqileni
village.
Guests visit us to experience and
support our community-owned project
which leverages off tourism to bring
about social change in one of South
Africa’s poorest areas. In return, tourists
experience a pristine natural
environment and a rich traditional
Xhosa village culture.

You can: "explore the forest and gather
herbs with the local herbalist, ride a
horse over the hills and far away, canoe
the magic river, go on a guided history
and culture tour, learn how to fish in
the sea or watch the sunrise on the
beach with hot pancakes. Challenge
yourself by learning the basics of
woman-power along the Wild Coast. Or
have a fantastic massage."
http://www.bulungula.com/

Mpumi
Mpumi was born and raised in Nqileni
village where Bulungula is located.
After she finished school (which is the
exception more than the norm in the
region) she was involved in the
beginning stages of a guest activity,
serving pancakes from a local home in
our village.
After, she she went on to be a domestic
worker for several years in a city. When
returning to the village she took up
working as a supervisor for home-based
carers and agricultural workers in the
village.
She then became an assistant teacher at
the local pre-school as part of studies
she completed. Showing a high work
ethic and methodical approach, she
took up the opportunity to become a
manager at Bulungula and contributes
to the heart-warming feeling guests
experience when visiting.
Mpumi continues to develop as a
manager in an ever changing and
competitive space, with a smile on her
face.
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CALLING FOR HELP
Bornean orangutans are the largest arboreal
mammals in the world. Habitat destruction,
degradation, and fragmentation are some
of the main reasons why the population of
the orangutans is declining. In Borneo, one
of the biggest contributors to the loss of
orangutan’s habitat is the palm oil industry.
AMAZIASIZAMORIA JUMAIL

photo by Rudi Delvaux

THE LARGEST ARBOREAL MAMMALS
Bornean orangutans are the largest arboreal mammals in the world. Found exclusively on the
island of Borneo, they exist in the Malaysian states of Sabah and Sarawak, as well as the four
provinces of Indonesian Borneo: North, East, Central and West Kalimantan.
Bornean orangutans are lowland forest specialists—feeding mainly on fruits but also on leaves,
barks, flowers and insects. Unlike the African great apes, Bornean orangutans live a semi-solitary
life. Males reach sexual maturity at the age of 10-12 years old, at which point they will leave the area
they were born to create their own territories that can be as large as several hundred hectares.
Female orangutans may not give birth until they are over 10 years old, and with a gestation period of
around 250 days, they are pregnant for almost as long as humans are. Orangutan females may only
give birth once every 6-8 years, which means that they are particularly sensitive to sudden changes in
their habitat that may jeopardize the health of their infants.

Population and protection
The total number of orangutans in Borneo is
not precisely known, though there are
estimates for different populations throughout
the island. Research conducted in the early
2000s suggested that there were anywhere
between 11,000 and 55,000 orangutans living
on the island of Borneo. These numbers are
considerably less than the estimates generated
nearly 50 years ago, which suggested a
population of nearly 300,000. The Bornean
orangutan is fully protected in Malaysia and
Indonesia, and is listed as critically endangered
in the International Union for Conservation of
Nature’s (IUCN) Red List of Threatened
Species,

which

is

the

world’s

most

comprehensive information source on the
global extinction risk status of animal, fungus
and plant species.

PALM OIL INDUSTRY
Habitat destruction, degradation, and fragmentation are some of the main
reasons why the population of the Bornean orangutan is declining. In Borneo,
one of the biggest contributors to the loss of orangutan’s habitat is the palm oil
industry, which grown rapidly over the past 20 years.
Globally, the palm oil industry

Palm oil offers a greater yield at a

Although palm oil has been

was the fourth biggest

lower cost of production than

described as a benefit for

agricultural commodity in the

other vegetable oils, so it is both

communities by providing

early 2010s (after soybeans,

incredibly profitable and requires

employment, large-scale

wheat, and prepared foods). It

less land than other crops, such as

deforestation has also

remains one of the most rapidly

coconut or canola oil.

limited local people’s ability

expanding crops in the world
today.
Industry in numbers

to grow their own crops or to
This crop is particularly successful

extract vital resources from

because two types of oils can be

the forest.

extracted from it: palm kernel oil

More than 17.1 million hectares of (PKO) and crude palm oil (CPO).
permanent cultivated cropland

The PKO is commonly used in

worldwide consisted of oil palm

commercial cooking. The CPO

in 2012, compared to 15 million in

can be refined to produce

2009, and 9.97 million in 2000.

products such as gasoline and

Over 40 countries are now

diesel that has also played an

planting oil palm and supplies

important role in the expansion

edible oils globally. In 2013, 91%

of the biofuel industry which

of the global supplies came from

shows another important

Southeast Asia. Malaysia

demand for the product. Palm oil

contributed the highest; 51% and

can also be found in any soap or

Indonesia contributed 36%.

cosmetic products.

This expansion of palm oil
production has come at a
considerable cost—with
Malaysia experiencing
some of the highest rates
of deforestation in the
world.
- 35 -
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REVENUE
High net revenue from palm oil
generates important economic benefits
to developing and emerging economies
in the tropics, such as lifting people
out of poverty, created well-paying
jobs, and driving rapid economic
growth. In Malaysia, this industry is the
fourth largest contributor to Gross
National Income, while in Indonesia,
palm oil contributes between 2% and
2.5% to the Gross National Product.

photo by Rudi Delvaux

DESTRUCTION
Although many people have been benefited from the oil palm industry, our wildlife and their
habitat have not. One of the species that has been impacted greatly is the Bornean orangutan.

Continued expansion of oil palm has had a

When the habitat of orangutans is

negative impact on this species’

transformed into oil palm plantations,

distribution and short- and long-term

there will be less forest available for them

viability. Orangutans might be able to

which leads to limited food availability.

utilise habitats that have been impacted by

During periods of food scarcity, animals

the palm oil industry, but the closer they

will compete and potentially increased

get to human settlements, the more likely

aggression and increased risk of starvation.

it is that conflict will arise between them
and people.

Forest fragmentation—when patches of
forest become disconnected because of

Orangutans may be injured or killed by

land clearing for oil palm—can have

people, which, in turn, can trigger

serious consequences for population

domestic and non-domestic trade of these

viability, generating small, isolated

species.

populations that can could suffer from
inbreeding. This can increase the risk of
local extinction.
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ROAD TO
SUSTAINABILITY
There are ongoing efforts from Roundtable
on Sustainable Palm Oil (RSPO) to develop
and implement global standards for
sustainable palm oil.
There are ongoing efforts from Roundtable on
Sustainable Palm Oil (RSPO) to unite
stakeholders from the 7 sectors of the palm oil
industry: oil palm producers, processors or
traders, consumer goods manufacturers,
retailers, banks/investors, and environmental
and social non-governmental organisations
(NGOs), to develop and implement global
standards for sustainable palm oil.
The RSPO has developed a set of
environmental and social criteria which
companies must comply with in order to
produce Certified Sustainable Palm Oil
(CSPO). When they are properly applied, these
criteria can help to minimize the negative
impact of palm oil cultivation on the
environment and communities in palm oil-

photo by Rudi Delvaux

producing regions.
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OUR CONTRIBUTION
MAKES A DIFFERENCE

So, as a public citizen, what can we do to
help the orangutan?
The palm oil industry has created
considerable damage to the environment
but changing it entirely could possibly
result in greater damage to the
environment. It will only shift the problems
onto another commodity where more
demands on other vegetable oils.
We need to stop the idea that palm oil
must be refused completely until a
true greener alternative exists.
We can start by buying products with CSPO
certification from RSPO. The certification
ensures that products come from
responsibly managed forest that provide
environmental, social and economic
benefits. This includes avoiding products
made with palm oil that has been
produced by companies that still rely on
clearing tropical forests to make way for

People can also help by supporting

their oil palm concessions.

organisations working to protect
orangutans and their habitats through
advocacy work and academic research.
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We can make small changes in our daily lives to conserve natural
resources by recycling, driving less, and supporting companies
and politicians who are pushing for more responsible
environmental practices. These are the steps that everyone can
take without spending money.

photo by Rudi Delvaux

We can also educate people starting from our
small circle like family and friends. Explain to
them why those simple actions matter and how
those simple actions can help orangutans.
Orangutans need us! .

FROM CORPORATION
THROUGH AFRICA TO
ETHICAL CLOTHING
Exclusive interview with Agata Kurek,
founder of the fair trade clothing
brand. For KOKOworld, the most
important is concern - for human rights
and the environment. The company's
projects are implemented in the spirit
of zero waste and less waste. The brand
is increasingly focusing on ecological
fabrics, and is not afraid of creating
from recycled materials.
INTERVIEW WITH AGATA KUREK

photo by A. Skawiańczyk

Why KokoWorld?

Now that I think about it, I can see that this name,
though, let’s be honest, created leniently, is an
amazing tool to break intercultural boundaries. But
it all began when I told my close ones about my
idea on opening a shop with clothes inspired by
different cultures, my friend’s mum immediately
replied: “It must be KOKO” – and so it was. We only
added “world” to show, that in plans, projects and
inspirations, barriers aren’t an obstacle for us.
But, back to breaking them, “koko” sounds good in
most of the languages, and said with a smile works twice as much. It is what’s really important
for me – opening to others, editing distances. And
that is what my company’s name, although I didn’t
plan on it, helps me with.

Photos by: Agata Kurek
Agnieszka Skawiańczyk

Why Africa?
Sometimes I feel like it’s always been

Immediately after my first travels

a part of me, although appeared in

there, Africa, in my eyes, became a

my interests and passions in various

place where you create special

ways and frequency. At first, by a

relationships – I was charmed by the

fascination

strength of local communities.

with

colours

and

patterns coming from this enormous

I think it’s safe to say that I liked it for

and diverse continent. Long before

the residents – many of whom

my first journey to West Africa I have

became my good fellows, sometimes

been listening to

even friends. Also, Africa has this

Salafit Keita

Rokia Traoré, Ali Farkha Toure and

specific

energy

–

I

especially

many other artists.

experienced it during Festival au
Désert in Timbuktu – the power you
get from social interactions there is
immense. I took it with me back to
Poland.
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Africa has this
specific energy
- the power you
get from social
interactions
there is
immense.

AGATA KUREK

photo by A. Skawiańczyk

During that trip to Africa, what exactly inspired you

Another inspirations I brought with me from

the most? What made that great impact?

places like Mali, Senegal, Gambia, is using local

It’s hard to speak about one Africa. It’s an enormous
continent, inhabited by different ethnic, religious,
cultural and social groups. As
everywhere around the world, you can meet people
with dissimilar attitudes and points of view towards
the world there. I think this diversity – the fact that
every country (or even some part of it) is unique – is
what I could call one of my “wonders”.
I adore experiencing those wonders, reflecting on
their origins, watching them closely and then –
drawing inspiration for KOKOworld projects from
them. Although, our latest collections refer to other
parts of the world too.

products (often also those non-obvious) in
fashion projects, and creativity in craftwork –
those meetings have shown me how important
it is to think outside the box.
I suppose I drew my attention to certain things
because they stood out - I try to remember that
when making plans for new collections.
Actually – in personal life as well.

Naturalness and
colours. I cannot
imagine Africa, nor
KOKOworld
without those.

When the idea about Fair trade clothing (not just clothing) crossed your
mind? Or you knew from the beginning that, this is the right thing to do?
And why?

It’s hard to point out one specific moment. I discovered the idea of Fair Trade thanks
to my activity in Salesian Missionary Voluntary Service. The Salesians run one of the
first craftwork stores in Kraków selling stuff brought from missions.

First it started to interest, then charm me.
I remember how I once, on a freezing cold
December day, attended a Fair Trade conference
in Warsaw, with my (then one-year-old)
daughter. I have met every one of my authority
figures from the field of Fair Trade, like Maria
Huma – back then with the Alliance of Associations
Polish Green Network, or Glen Greggory - the cofounder of Java Coffee. I listened to their talks
about the beginnings of Polish Fair Trade
businesses with admiration. It enchanted me.
Back then I had never thought that, some years
into the future,
I’d be working with Marysia. KOKOworld supports
the Buy Responsibly Foundation and Marysia, as
its chairperson, engages the foundation in
working in favour of Polish seamstresses, hence
our income from last year’s Black Friday was
committed for the same cause.
Travel to Peru for a photoshoot for the Media for
Development Goals project only confirmed my
belief in the necessity of change. I saw how
employees are being used, how low are the
salaries they are offered.

Earning pittance, without protection or rights, by
making products which in Europe or USA will be
sold for good money.
So, from my first travels I brought home
handicrafts and wanted to build sales channels so
that I could give those local handicraftsmen a
chance and support the development of their
small businesses.
Little did I know, that ten years into the future I’d
run such a big company, and some of KOKO’s
products would proudly hold the Fair trade
Certification. Those products are the ones we
make in India.
We decided to establish cooperation with
a partner from India – Reacher Apparels. After
having done a thorough verification, we are
certain this company cares about the economic,
social and ecological aspects of production – after
all, they did not get certified without merit. We
see how important – especially now, in the times
of epidemy – is respecting workers’ rights. By
collaborating with Reacher Apparels, we
support their local handicraftsmen.

Where the materials come
from and where the employees work?
countries, workplace conditions
Many swatches, especially the ones from KOKOworld’s first years, are
fabrics brought from travels to Asia, Latin America and Africa. I found
them on markets, bought them from local handicraftsmen. Today we
buy most of the fabrics from certified manufacturers from Poland and
Europe – Spain and Austria (products with the Lenzing’s certificate). We
also use well known in Polish textile tradition fabrics – this year we sew
from, decidedly coming back to fashion, linen. We are not afraid to
experiment and to create from materials, that should be more and
more present nowadays - I’m talking about recycled products: we reuse old jeans, make jackets of PET bottles. We have also instituted a
Zero Waste Department, which constantly looks for new inspirations
and – I’d like to add – works really dynamically.
Most of the collections are created in Polish, family-run sewing
companies – we support workers, especially now, with the unstable
economic conditions. Our projects come from Polish artists and
handicraftsmen, we collaborate locally.
Although, what we wanted for our products was to have them certified
by Fair trade, therefore we decided upon opening one production line in
India (unfortunately, Polish dyehouses, sewing rooms and spinning
plants still haven’t gotten this certification). The partner we chose
secures all parts of the production line, so we can be sure that both
people working on cotton plantations and those sewing our clothes will
get fair remuneration. That’s our way to change the reality of our
employees. Plus, it is crucial to us that we collaborate with them closely,
get to know their company, see how their business develops more and
more with every passing day. Moreover, another extremely important
thing is having a partner who respects environment protection
standards. It gladdens us very much that Reacher Apparels is such a
photo by A. Skawiańczyk

partner.
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How does it work? How do you
search for fabrics, employees?
Many of the KOKOworld employees are
people I met by accident – I’m thinking
mostly

about

the

handicraftsmen.

Sometimes there happened to be “a spark”
already after a short talk – I saw that our
attitudes towards fashion are similar and
that we can trust each other and that was
great! Even though KOKO grows every day
and – want it or not – a lot happens there, I
like to follow the production process the
same way I did at the beginning- by being
in touch with co-workers or checking the
progress on social media. I feel like I’m
partly in the middle of it then – I hear
those rough discussions, the clatter of
machines, the snipping of scissors, the
laughter accompanying first fittings.
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How do you know your fabrics are
fair trade and employees are paid
fair wages?
I rely on certifications. Due to the fact that they
are granted after conducting autonomous
audits, I can be sure that, depending on which
certification

we

are

speaking

of,

the

companies uphold environmental protection,
Fair Trade standards or workers’ rights. We put
our faith in Fairtrade. Choosing fabrics, we
take lyocell certified by Lenzing and organic
cotton. I cannot imagine producing my
collections with people I don’t know or buying
fabrics, not knowing how they were produced.
Meeting the handicraftsmen is of great value
to me. Thanks to my visit in Kris Harry’s
workshop in Indonesia, I know that textiles he
uses are made and dyed using traditional
methods. When I see how it works, when I
establish relations, when I start to trust –
certificates aren’t necessary anymore.

Do you have some kind of system to
control it?
I think a good control tool, although I prefer
the term “information checking”, is continuous
contact with other manufacturers following
the Fair Trade spirit - or maybe rather,
interested in ethical fashion - as well as
observing changes on the market and
following geopolitical situation. In other
words, keeping finger on the pulse. That is why
I simply cannot imagine someone not
interested in all of the above having this job.

What is the biggest value of Fair Trade in
the fashion industry? Why we,
customers should seek products that are
Fair Trade? How changing our habits can
make a difference?
Fair Trade influences many aspects of the
employees’ lives. Nevertheless, I think its
biggest merit is that even the smallest
actions influence grand changes – our,
seemingly trivial, decisions have an actual
impact on another person’s life. The world
has changed. Today it isn’t only the
geography what decides on our personal
history. The politics, and with it also
economy, gets more and more to say.
However, the economy (including trade)
will not exist without people - consumers,
who make choices every day. As I’ve
recently read, the data collected from
manufacturers

with

the

Fairtrade

Certification shows that 53% of income
from Fairtrade bonus was invested in
updating the quality and effectivity of the
production. That is only one of many
examples on how this system supports its
businesses and employees.

Fair Trade guarantees minimum wages for
cotton. It secures manufacturers in case of
market fluctuations, which means that
even if the value of cotton drops, they can
sleep peacefully, because Fair Trade
provides a proper price for the product.
When speaking about the Asian countries,
it is important to mention that certified
sewing rooms pay their workers (both men
AND women!) directly. It’s important,
because we can notoriously hear about
situations when the honorarium of a
woman worker goes into her husband
hands. In our latitude such situations are a
rarity. In India, however, they happen far
more often.

photo by A. Skawiańczyk

So, when choosing a sewing room besides

When we were considering collaboration

the aforementioned, it was important for

offer with them, we have also been

us whether (and if so, how) the company

impressed by the fact that Reacher

goes the extra mile for its workers. Reacher

Apparels offers complimentary sight tests

Apparels had us pleasantly surprised. They

and, when needed, provide with free

provide

working

medical support. The company also buys

conditions (which are especially crucial in

medical insurance (not a common step in

India or Bangladesh, from where every now

India) and retirement insurance. Most

and then we can hear about new tragedies

importantly, the salary there is higher than

in the factories caused by disobedience to

standard pay in the industrial sector. All of

the rules). When hiring, the company does

these actions – their quality and reality –

not allow discrimination nor overtime.

are assessed by a truly restrictive audit on

All

behalf of Fairtrade.

safe

and

employees

sanitary

undergo

occupational

health and safety training.

Fair trade during
COVID-19
To sum this up, I will present possibly the best example
on how efficiently this system works. Due to the
outbreak

of

COVID-19

pandemic,

Fair

trade

International decided to bring more flexibility to its
standards about the, so-called, Fair trade bonuses
(which up until now served executing development
projects). Now, manufacturers’ organisations can issue
bonuses faster and use them on, for example, means of
personal protection for farmers and workers. Every one
of us supports those local communities by buying
products with this certificate.
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I remember how five years ago, most questions
concerning ethical fashion came from the West Germany or Austria. Today, we hear them more and
more often in our local store in Kraków. It is of great
importance to me because it shows that, as
consumers, we are more conscious of how real the
impact of fashion industry on environment and
community changes is. We are not only interested on
where our product comes from, but also what is the
story of a person who created it for us. Change in the
approach to ethical fashion (from “luxury” to
“responsibility”) means the world to me and shows
how great is the responsibility we hold as the leaders
of this 0motion.
How important the education is!
9
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We are not only interested
on where our product
comes from, but also what
is the story of a person who
created it for us.

photo by A. Skawiańczyk

What are you most proud of?

Most proud? Of the fact that I still am
true to my ideals, that the course I once
decided to follow did not change under
the weight of difficult decisions or
better perspectives. I am glad that
taking part in social projects makes me
as happy as it used to, and that, using
KOKO, we can conduct CSR projects,
like“Jeans for the better world”.

When I think about it now, I can see that all
other “I’m-proud-ofs” come from the
consequent following the aims I’ve set,
though the path to the goal sometimes
needed adjusting. I am proud of the fact
that, despite being a single mother, I did
not throw my passions aside, that those
passions engage other to, however
pompous might it sound, change the world
together.
It started on the “microscale” – from a
decision and creating a team of people,
who were, just like me, crazy about ethical
fashion. Then came the KOKOcommunity –
we engaged others who shared our point of
view. Today we change the world (and I’m
not afraid to say it) on a grand scale.
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We use experts’ opinions, we are granted
international certifications, we influence
the lives of people living thousands of
kilometers away. In all this, we still stay
ourselves. Emotions that come with
designing new collections are the same and
impatience when waiting for first fittings
still keeps us from staying put. The only
thing that has changed is joy – it still grows,
especially when we see that what we do

photo by A. Skawiańczyk

makes other happy too.

AGATA KUREK

photo by A. Skawiańczyk

I chose a path
and I don’t want
to stray from it.

THE MOST EXPENSIVE
COFFEE IN THE WORLD

Kopi luwak is coffee made from beans picked
from the feces of animals called civets. It is
estimated that naturally a civet can excrete
60-100 grams of grains per day. For the
owners of coffee plantations it was not
enough. They began to catch wild civets and
lock them in cages. Then catlike creature
drama began and continues to this day.
THE RESPONSIBLE TRAVEL TEAM

photo by Kalyan Choudhury

KOPI LUWAK AND ITS PHENOMENON
Kopi Luwak is one of the most expensive coffees in the World. Considered an extremely
aromatic drink, it is a "luxury" that few consumers can afford.
Coffee from South East Asia is such a rarity that in the US for a cup, its admirers are able to
pay up to $ 80.
Kopi luwak is a coffee made from grains obtained from the excrements of animals called civets
(luwak). Civets eat coffee cherries, enjoying the taste of their pulp but they do not like the grains, so
grains are digested only partially and then excreted. Digestive enzymes found in their digestive
system change the structure of the protein in coffee beans. This causes reductions of the coffee's
acidity. It is widely believed that grains plucked from civet droppings taste better and have a
"smoother" taste. Thus, coffee brewed from those grains is more luxurious and available only to a
narrow audience.
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The natural environment of the civets

They are timid and lonely omnivores. In a

are the rainforests of Southeast Asia.

natural environment they live in the woods

Most often they can be found in Bali,

and shun people. Their diet is rich in a variety

cats, but with behaviour and eating
habits they are closer to foxes.

of fruits, berries and coffee cherries, in
particular its best and most beautiful beans. In
addition, they feed on insects and small
mammals.
It was their passion for coffee cherries that
made the lives of many civets change into hell
with the discovery of the properties of grains
obtained from droppings.

photo by Monika Nateras

Java, Sumatra. These animals resemble

DISCOVERY

The history dates back to 1830, when

OF KOPI LUWAK

the native owners of Indonesian coffee

Indonesia was a Dutch colony. At that time,
plantations could not use the beans that
were grown on their land.
One day, they noticed the droppings of
wild civet containing whole coffee beans.
They picked them, washed them, burned
them and brewed them. After tasting the
infusion, they claimed that the taste of
coffee from beans obtained in that way
was unique and different from "ordinary"
coffee.

Unfortunately, this fact did not get away

In 1991 Tony Wild brought a kilo of Kopi

from the Dutch, who accused the growers of

Luwak beans from Indonesia to Great Britain.

stealing grains from the plantations. Farmers

Unfortunately, he shared his discovery with

quickly explained where they had coffee

newspapers and radio stations. Overnight,

from and shared information about the

Luwak coffee became a rarity that everyone

unique taste and aroma. The Dutch wanted

wanted to try.

to have this amazing coffee immediately.

In the following years its popularity

Since then, civet droppings found on the

decreased.

plantation were at a premium, and prices per

The world heard again about Kopi Luwak in

kilo of grains rose very quickly.

2003, when Oprah Winfrey praised coffee,
processed in an unusual way in her TV show.

Initially, Kopi Luwak was obtained on a very
small scale. Considered a rarity, it was

The peak of popularity of civet coffee fell in

produced

2007. When the movie "The Bucket List" with

naturally

intervention.

-

without

human

Morgan

Freeman

and

Jack

Nicholson

appeared on the screens of cinemas. The
character played by Nicholson loved drinking
civet coffee without realizing its origin, until a
friend explained him the process of obtaining
beans for his favourite drink.

Prices
increased, and
there was no
shortage of
those willing to
have a cup of
coffee.

As the popularity of Kopi Luwak increases, more and more
people wanted to taste this "luxury" drink. Prices
skyrocketed, and there was no shortage of those willing to
have a cup of coffee.
However, wild-living civets were unable to provide enough
coffee beans. In the annual cycle, natural production lasts
from June to early September. At the beginning of this
period, civets are able to eat about 1-1.5 kg of coffee
cherries a day. This amount decreases over time. It is
estimated that in nature a civet can excrete 60-100 grams
of grains per day. For the owners of coffee plantations it
was not enough. That is why they began to catch civets and
lock them in cages. For animals drama began and
continues to this day.
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UNETHICAL
PRACTICE
HAS BEGUN

Kopi Luwak cafe in Ubud, Bali, Indonesia
photo Monika Nateras

Life of a civet in captivity on a
coffee plantations.
The captive animals are fed only with coffee
cherries, and the sanitary conditions they stay in do
not meet the basic requirements for animal welfare.
Kept in tight cages, they are fed by force coffee
cherries of all kinds - not only the good ones, but
above all those of the inferior sort.
A drastic reduction in diet causes health problems.
Animals lose weight quickly and decline in health.
It also happens that the civets are obese. This is the
result of the inability to move freely in a narrow
cage.
Civets enclosed in a cage often do not have access to
water or a piece of soft material on which to sleep.
Thus, their body shows traces of abrasions and
wounds resulting from constant contact with the
metal elements of the cage.
Civets are loners. Unfortunately, the cages in which
they reside are often located in a place that tourists
can see them. For a timid and shy animal, constant
contact and closeness of a people is psychological
torture.
photo by Simon Lawrence

The inability to move freely and the claustrophobic
condition results in cutting their own legs and tails.
nerves, making deep wounds. Self-mutilation is
unfortunately a common practice in enslaved and
caffeine stuffed animals.

photo by surtr/https://www.flickr.com/

They scrape head and mouth from stress and

Brought to the brink of psychological and
physical endurance, civets, stabbing
themselves, strive for death. They die
slowly, in pain and incredible torments. In
their place more wild civets are caught and
they will likewise share their cruel fate.

HOW WE CAN HELP
It is a widely spread opinion that the

Sign the petition created by Tony Wild

production of Kopi Luwak is just a drop

(the same Tony Wild, who made the

in the sea of coffee. However, the

Kopi luwak famous in 1991). Currently,

original assumption of the small grain

Mr. Wild regrets very much that with his

extraction from civets has nothing to do

discovery he made, the lives of these

with the production that is taking place

animals drastically changed.

today. Currently, 50 tonnes of Luwak
coffee are produced worldwide every

"I am today launching a campaign aimed

year.

at ending an industry that I created. That

What to do to help civets?
First of all, give up drinking "luxury"
coffee.

trade is in Kopi Luwak, AKA civet coffee otherwise known as "wolf", "cat", and
"crap" coffee, and the most expensive
coffee in the world."

During holidays in Indonesia, Vietnam or
the Philippines, where Kopi Luwak is
obtained on a large scale, do not use the
offers of trips to coffee plantations.
Share the knowledge about what lies

photo by Monika Nateras

behind "luxury" coffee.

HEALTH IN THE TROPICS
The equatorial zone, and by Koppen
called the tropical zone, extends north
and south of the equator. It is
distinguished by a humid climate, high
temperatures and two seasons: dry and
wet. For those who are not used to such
atmospheric conditions, it is not
difficult to get sick.
MONIKA NATERAS-KACZMAREK

EQUATORIAL ZONE

The equatorial zone, and by Koppen called

Moreover, the countries of the equatorial zone

the tropical zone, extends north and south of

are predominantly developing or extremely

the equator. It is distinguished by a humid

poor countries, with limited access to drinking

climate, high temperatures and two seasons:

water, education and electricity. Often,

dry and wet. The closer to the equator, the

sewage systems are extremely makeshift, and

wetter, hotter. Equatorial zone countries

there

include, among others Indonesia, Malaysia,

management, which is why wastewater

Papua

Gabon,

frequently goes to nearby water reservoirs or

Cameroon, Brazil, Venezuela, Colombia, part

nearby rivers from which residents use for

of Mexico, and Thailand.

cooking

New

Guinea,

Congo,

is

no

and

sustainable

drinking.

Waste

waste

is

not

segregated, it is thrown into the forest, where
The equatorial zone is largely covered

it

with lush rainforests, rich in fauna and flora.

contamination with chemical substances that

Often unknown to us, tourists from different

later penetrate into groundwater.

climate zones and hence – dangerous. High
temperatures

are

also

conducive

to

the development of various microorganisms,
bacteria, viruses, to which people from
outside this climate zone may not be
resistant.

decomposes

slowly,

often

causing

La Valise Tulum, Mexico

TRAVELLER’S

FIRST AID KIT
FIRST AID KIT IS AN
ESSENTIAL ELEMENT DURING
TRAVELS.

No matter where you go, the first aid kit
should be taken. Nevertheless, the chosen
destination will determine the composition
of our first aid kit.
There is a group of medicines needed at
every latitude and longitude, but there are
also medicines that are especially useful for
us in specific climatic conditions.
However, remember that each country is
different and requires different preparation.
Therefore, the following guide is more
a hint which basic medicines to take.
Nonetheless, everyone should visit a Travel
Health Doctor for thorough consultation
and analysis of the country they are going
to.

BASIC PRINCIPLES
OF TROPICAL HYGIENE
HOW TO STAY HEALTHY IN TROPICAL
COUNTRIES

Use of protective

The use of full trekking

Change of contact

clothing after sunset (long

footwear during a trip to the

lenses after each swim in the

pants, long sleeves, full

rainforest.

sea, ocean or hotel pool.

Use only boiled / mineral

Do not use ice cubes for

Use of insect

water for drinking (bottled,

drinks.

repellents sprayed on the

canned water).

footwear).

skin several times during the
day and night.

Avoid eating milk, meat,
Do not eat raw foods stored

cheese, mayonnaise, ice

on ice.

cream, cream, butter and

The use of mosquito

raw or undercooked eggs.

nets during sleep at night

Brush teeth only in boiled or

and window mesh.

mineral water.

Do not eat food prepared in
poor sanitary and hygienic

Avoid walking barefoot or in

Wash or disinfect hands

conditions or from an

outdoor sandals outside the

before each meal, dry hands

unknown source.

hotel environment.

without using fabric towels.
Avoid visiting markets

Wash and peel tropical

Avoid bathing in open

fruit and vegetables.

freshwater reservoirs.

with live animals.
Avoid contact with

Sun protection: use of a hat,

Avoid unprotected sexual

accidentally encountered

sunglasses and sunscreen

contact and always take

animals (in Bali dogs carry a

with a filter (SPF min. 30).

precautions against sexually

parasitic skin disease).

transmitted diseases.

FIRST AID KIT
FOR THE TROPICAL AREA
Buying antibiotics or any sorts of medicines in developing countries without consulting
a doctor threatens health and life.

PAINKILLERS AND ANTIPYRETICS

ANTIDIARRHEAL DRUGS

Ibuprofen

Xifaxan: prescription, but very good for

Paracetamol (remember, doses over 20g / day

traveller’s diarrhea

can be fatal)

Nifuroxazide,

ANTIBACTERIAL DRUGS

Loperamide

Sulfacetamide 10%: eye drops

Activated carbon – not available everywhere,

Octenisept – for wounds

and often “saves lives”.

Furagin – for urinary drug inflammation

Electrolytes – you can get it in the form of
effervescent tablets.

DRUGS TO PREVENT MOTION SICKNESS
Dimenhydrinate (Aviomarin / Dramamine)
ANTI-MOSQUITO SPRAYS
Repellents for skin and clothing: Mugga

Probiotics – ATTENTION! Buy ones that don’t
have to be in the fridge!
ANTISPASMODICS
No-Spa

Tea tree oil – works great against mosquitoes
and is also good for hair.

WOMEN’S FIRST AID KIT
Tampons

ANTI-ALLERGIC DRUGS

Provag gel

Calcium: effervescent tablets

Birth control pills

Fenistil: gel for use on the skin after insect

Condoms

stings, burns sunny, allergic urticaria

ADDITIONAL

MALARONE

Medical thermometer

Malarone is medicine for malaria and opinions on

Sunglasses/cap / headscarf

its taking are very divided. The best is to contact a

Cream with a UV filter of 15 or more

travel medicine doctor who will advise you if and

Eye drops – eyes dry quickly at high temperatures

how to take it, depending on your travel

Nasal drops

destination. It can be treated as a medicine “in my

Panthenol – for sunburns or aloe vera gel soothes

pocket”, so you would take it only after the

skin irritation. Plus the sour cream works very well on

symptoms will occur and rush to the hospital.

sunburn – put on red skin, wait to dry. Cream draws
heat from the skin. An old, but good and proven way
to fight with a sunburn.
A small hands sanitiser – it is especially useful in
transport, such as an aeroplane, ferry, bus, where we
have to use public toilets.

Visit

A bottle with a carbon filter – does not filtrate

HOPKIWI.COM/TRAVELKIT

everything, but it will always clean the water a little.

to download beautiful First Aid Kit
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BRINGING MEDICINES
AND CUSTOMS LAW
Prescription drugs, but sometimes also those obtained without a prescription, can be problematic when
travelling, and there may be unpleasant consequences for trying to bring them to some countries.
In some Asian countries, there is a Medical Certificate

What must be in it?

death penalty for possession of drugs! It is worth having a Medical Certificate
That is why it is worth getting with you. Sounds mysterious and often

your data (who are

acquainted

with

the

the medicines for)

concerning

the

importation

regulations doctors have no idea how to issue such
of a document. It is a good idea to go to

drug names (their

medicines to the country to which we a travel doctor who should be familiar

Latin names)

are going and all the transit countries! with that document. However, every

doses of drugs

A website that may be useful doctor should be able to issue such a

doctor’s

International

and stamp

Board (INCB).

Narcotics

Control certificate, after explaining what it
should contain. The certificate is
issued for prescription drugs and those
taken for chronic diseases that are
imported in non-standard quantities.

signature

DESTINATIONS
AÇORES

A photo essay on one of the most green
region of Portugal - Azores. An
archipelago of nine volcanic islands in
the North Atlantic Ocean.
Characterized by dramatic landscapes
with green grasslands, mountains
peaks, fishing towns and hedgerows of
blue hydrangeas.
ALEKSANDER DYKCZAK

SÃO MIGUEL
AZORES

http://dykczak.pl/
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